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Instructional Facility Design for Transformative Learning
Former Lab
Issues with our former Library Instruction Lab

- Obstacles to good eye contact
- Furniture configuration hinders active learning
- Students head to the back of the room
Active Learning is Crucial

Active Learning

Lecturing
ACRL Supports Active Learning

- The Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL) recommends active learning for library instruction
- “The physical setting should be flexible enough to accommodate active learning and student collaboration when appropriate”

Source:

Many instructional labs have designs that favor lecturing
Some library labs support active learning

Loyola Marymount
Occidental
Harvard (Lamont Library)
Librarians >> Campus Construction >> Outside Vendors >> IT

Pepperdine Librarians, Early January 2013

Pepperdine Campus Construction, Late January 2013

Outside Contractors, Vendors, IT January 2014
Involve IT Much Much Much Much Much Much Earlier
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